
Where does rubbish go?
 3  Resources
Worksheet: ‘How does Waste reach 

the sea?’ Fish stencil (from http://

bit.ly/11lmXm), paint or chalk, 

interactive game.

 2  Set the Scene
Pose the qustion to the children. Ask where toilet waste goes. Show infographic, ‘How does waste reach the sea?’. Point out the network of pipes, the treatment plant and the sewage outflows. Explain that sometimes these overflow because the pipes get blocked by rubbish that’s been flushed. Use the game in the Clean Seas section of the Explorer Centre on IWB to identify items that should and should not be flushed down the toilet and discuss why.

 6  Extend
Write a message to add to your school newsletter 

or a letter to parents to explain these yellow fish 

to your school community.

 4  Investigate       
Explain that today you will be doing an experiment to see what happens to a face wipe when it is flushed down a toilet. Discuss how these wipes are used today (face, baby wipes, cleaning wipes) In groups of 4,  ask children to think about the material the wipe is made from and its properties and brainstorm ideas. Compare to a piece of toilet paper. Encourage children to share their predications of which one they think will last longer once it is flushed down a toilet? Which is stronger? Now each group should add a facewipe to one bottle of water and toilet paper to the other, screw the lid on tightly and shake for 30 secs, pass to another group member and repeat so all have a turn. This works best if the bottles are about 3/4 full. Children should closely observe their bottles and use their findings to draw conclusions - the paper will disintegrate quickly, whereas the wipe will take much longer and can therefore block pipes causing sewerage outflows to discharge into local streams and rivers. The wipe is also likely to make soapy foam. Photos taken of each stage could be labelled later by children as a record of the activity.

1  Background
While litter at the beach is very visible, 

you might not realise that some beaches 

are affected by bathing water pollution, 

which you can’t see. This type of pollution 

can come from different places such as 

rainwater draining from farms and cities, sewer overflows, 

misconnected plumbing, septic tanks and dog poo. Bathing 

water pollution can increase the chance of water users going 

home with an ear, nose or throat infection, or upset 

stomach. Items flushed down the toliet, like cotton 

bud sticks, block drains and can cause sewage to 

overflow  into our streams, rivers and ocean. These 

can also overflow after heavy rain when the system cannot 

cope with the volume of water. Sewer overflows stop sewage 

from flooding people’s homes. There is no simple solution to 

this type of pollution – but if we all work together we can 

improve water quality to make our seas and beaches cleaner 

for ourselves, and our marine life.

 5  Apply
With a talk partner, decide what could be done to stop people putting things down the toilet 
that they shouldn’t. Ask partners to share with the group and discuss ideas. Explain that it’s 
not only toilets that are the problem, sinks 
and drains also lead to the sewerage system. Introduce the Yellow Fish scheme (details at 

http://bit.ly/11lmXmJ) where drains are marked with a yellow fish to remind people that they 
lead straight to rivers and into 
the sea so anything put down the 
drain directly impacts our marine 
environment. Mark drains around your 
school site with yellow fish - be sure 
to ask your headteacher first!  
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 7  Reflect
Ask children to explain which things can go down 

the toilet and where other items should go.  

Revisit the original question, where does rubbish 

go?
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There are grills over the end of outflow 
pipes but sm

aller item
s, like cotton buds 

and bits of plastic that have been flushed 
down the toilet still get through, and can 
end up in the ocean and on our beaches.


